
PAC Meeting

December 14, 2017

Atendees: M. Lukic, J. Hoyle- Lynch, A. Patrinos

Parents: Toni Sandoval, J.Januszewski, V. Sanchez, C. Reynolds, A. Ali

Staff: M. Lukic, A. Patrinos

1. Sexual Health review.  Letters were sent home to parents.  The sexual health curriculum will 
begin in January.

2. Parents will need to sign up for robocalls now.  None of the parents today have received a 
robocall from CPS yet. 

3. A goal for Beard was to stop with hard copies of papers sent home.  Beard has been 
communicating through parent emails and class Dojo. 

4. Ms. Reynolds addressed the need to assign homeroom parents.  There has been a lack of 
communication between parents and teachers.

5. Ms. Januszewski created a template to send home to room parents to introduce themselves.  A 
letter was also created for the teacher to send home to all parents to encourage parents to 
volunteer.  

6. Ms. Joan joined the meeting to address home room parents (7:49 a.m.).  Ms. Joan addressed the 
winter festival.  Ms. Joan will send the PAC committee members a link to send to the parents to 
volunteer for a time slot.  Sign up genius was suggested but Ms. Joan had heard that the PAC 
wanted to call the home room parents. There will be morning and afternoon time slots on 
Thursdays and throughout the day on Friday.  K-3 and intensive support pre-k may need the 
most assistance. Ms. Joan will create a google doc so parents can access it and fill in time slots 
available. Ms. Joan returned to her classroom at 7:57 a.m.

7. Parents would like to establish a good relationship between homeroom parents and teachers.  
8. Ms. Santiago has a contact that has offered to take professional pictures of the winter festival.  

The photographer has asked that the pictures and the photographer’s logo be posted to the 
school website.

9. There will be hard copies of the newsletter and calendars on the blue information table in front 
of the office.

10. Manda talked about the CIWP and how the PAC can give their perspective about what can go 
into it.  This may be introduced in next month’s PAC meeting. 

11. Phone calls will be made to parents that will be volunteering for the winter festival. 
12. Action items- send Jamie letter for the teachers, update homeroom list, and the PAC will let 

Manda know what other parents will go on the list. 


